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ABSTRACT,:

Irrrprov-ing productivity is a major issue in many" if not all., transport
industries -in Australia.. In this regard., it is common to rej'er to
per>.for>mance measu:r>es as indieatoT's DJ relative effiC"iency" These are
usually in the form of a ratio between some measure of output or east.,
and one type of input.. H01Pever., these perfor>manee measures provide
little in the way ~f rigour., lacking., as they do., a strong theoretical
foundation" It will be d"aimed in this paper that a more satisfactory
account of' productivity differences can be derived from the economic
theory of pl'oduction. To date., though, there is very little evidence
of appZ'ied 'Work in this country which has proceeded on this basis"
This is -in contrast to the s-i.tuat-ion in the U.S"A. where there -is a
"'eU-developed body of economic theory "'hich has been applied to the
an.alysis of production. Dj' pa:t'tiaular interest~ there have been a
number of' studies ~f the railway industry whieh have demonstrated
some of the pitfalls which can be encountered in using simple meaSUI'es
of productiVity change"
The present paper draws attention to these studies and exarnines some
of the important implications which should be borne in mind in an.y
future analyses of the subject" In partieular~ the lack of adequate
data~ especially in the case of capital~ is noted"
This situation
severely limits the possibilities of carrying out applied 'WOrk in
productivity measzaoement"
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Given the adverse corrlitions which have been experienced by most, if
not all, transport industries in Australia in recent times, the theme "productivity and perfornance' has been raised on many occasions. In the case of
several key sectors, the concern about lack of efficiency res been nore of a
long-standing one, so that the study of productivity is certainly worthy of
the attention of trans};X)rt researchers~

Perhaps a useful place to start in exemplifying the situation is with
the case of ports.. It has been said on many occasions that Australian p:>rts
are not as efficient as their overseas counterparts. For example, an investigation into the adequacy of Australia"s ports found that:
"concerning the overall adequacy of Australia's ports and
their future needs, the strongest l most serious and most
widely held view expressed was ore of concern over the low
labour productivity in sane Australian ports and very high
costs in all Australian ports,,'"
[Coornission Of Inquiry (1976), p. 21]
That report found that port facilities, in themselves, were generally
adequate but that labour productivity was very la<. This view also tended to
be supported by several speakers at a recent cenference on shore-based shipping costs" Indeed, the views of the Chairman of the Australian National
Line (ANL), Captain Bolitho, are particularly worthy of note.. He stated
that,
'Productivity then does I!I3.tter to us alL It I!I3.tters to
ANL in that we have $62 million tied up in non perfonning
~ assets, a crippling burden at this critical stage of our
existence" It matters to the workers in the shipping and
stevedoring industries in that work available and hence
job opportunities depend upon productivity to a
substantial extent" And it mat,ters to all Australian's in
that to some extent, however slight, our standard of
1 i ving depends upon the productivity of the waterfront,,'
[Bureau of Transport E::onanics (1984), page 71.]
The situation was hi9hlighted by pointing out that there were significant disr;:arities between the pro:1uctivity of ANI/s terminals" For example,
the rather large investment of $42 million invested by ANI. in its Port Botany
terminal was not reflected in higher throughput per man~ In comparison,
there were assets valued at $54,000 per f)an at Webb Dock to achieve a
throughput of 324 TEU's par man in 1983( • The Newstead terminal in
Brisbane achieved a similar rate of cargo hand.ling, but with only $20,000 of
assets per rnan~ In contrast, each worker at Port Botany was matched by
assets valued at $91,000 and only achieved a throughput of 305 TElJ's!

._-----_._------.-_._------.-----_._------------,----------------1. The TEU is a 'twenty-foot equivalent unit ", the twenty-foot
ISO container being the most common size (6.1 metres in length,
2 ..44 metres wide, and 2 .. 6 metres high) ..
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Even with an array of statistics on output per unit of labour input
and capital to output ratios, Captain Bolitho was unable to attribute r'e·~
sponsibility for the apparent lack of productivity at Port Botany to any
particular factor~ Partly, at least, it is suspected that the reason for
this stanmed fran the lack a satisfactoJ::Y way of examining productivity, for
nowhere in his account was there an explanation of what he rreant by prcductivity, except in terms of throughput per man" This, of course does not
diroinish in any way the importance of the situation he was describing"
It is appropriate to also consider the case of the railway industry"
ARROO (1981) pointed out that, i f zai h.ay IlI3Ilagezs had any freedcrn to rrove in
reducing deficits, it had to be in the achievement of higher producti vity
levels from the factors of prcduction anployed.. Although no detailed acmunt
of what was meant by this was given, the report did point out that the
industry was particularly labour intensive and that higher labour productivity was essential to improved financial perfo:rnance"

Thus, in both the case of the railways and ports, at least, there has
been a preoccupation with improving labour productivity" What this paper
argues is that statistics which p.rrport to rreasure la1::our px:oouctivity, such
as output per unit of labour input can be misleading. There is a need,
thezefore, to handle them with the utrrost cam, This will be derronstzated by
reference to the relevant econcmic theory, and by examining the expe.I:ience
gained from a number of studies carried out in the U.S..A".. Hopefully, by
bringing this work to the attention of a wide audience of transport researchers, more rigour can be achieved in productivity and performance
studies.. Furthenrore, the neEd to improve data collection procedures will be
anphasised ,

Perfonnance measures can sirnpl y take the form of a singl e variabl e,
such as "number of tonnes handled'" In some situations, comparisons of
perfomance according to this measure might reveal differences in the level
of productivity from r::eriod to fer'iod, or from one operation to another" The
performance measure could also be expressed as in relative terms" For
example, it might be important to monitor changes in rrarket shares" However,
the most canm::m tYf€ of performance measure reflects the principl es of constrained optimization" This is achieved by examining the amount of outp.1t
that is produced for a given anount of input.. Alternatively, the arrount of
an input for a given aIrount of output might be minirrtized,
Thus, j?€Tfornance measures are often found in the farm of ratios"

A

gOCld exarrple can be found in the widely-used statistic, output per rren-hour,

or its c<IrlpaIrion, output per employee,. It is also canroon to find cc:mp3risons
between output and capital inputs, allthough it is usual to focus on
particular types of assets. For example, it might be useful to corrq;:ere the
number of tonne-kilcmetres hauled fer loc.xIDotive, or nunber of p:lssengers :r;:er
bus"
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'Ihe perfonrance neasure can be nade to reflect operational character_
istics, or it can be designed to place the attention on financial matters.
What can be said in general about then, though, is that they are anIy capable
of treating one or two variabl es at a single time. For this reason, it is
possible to refer to them as 'partial productivity neasures', At best, they
simply reflect the contribution of one factor to out,:ut. At worst, partial
productivity measures could give a misleading account of the underlying
causes of differences or of change.. It has long been accepted that when,
say, output per unit, of labour varies, very little of substance is revealed
by the fact alone.

Nowhere would this be more apparent than in the case of ports where
the mmber of registered waterside workers has fallen fran over 17,000 at the
camrencenent of the previous decade to slightly =re than 7,000 in 1982/83. a
reduction of 60 per cent in the interval of 14 years. At the same tine, the
nunber of tonnes handled by waterside workers increased fran 42 million to 58
million, a rise of around 40 per cent.. Thus, a simple analysis of the
statistics reveals that the nunber of thousand tonnes stevedored increased
from 2.. 4 per man in 1969/70 to 8,,2 per man in 1982/83.. When it is
acknowledged that hours worked per waterside worker have decreased over the
period, the apparent improvement in productivity is even more dramatic.
These statistics are set out in more detail in Table 1..

Labour Productivity In Australian Ports:

1969/70-1982/83

--,-----_._-------_._--_._------------.-,--_.-----._-.------YEAR ID"OF MAN-HOURS
~
'lIJNNES
'lIJNNES PER
WW

..

STV/IXlRED
(thousand)

(thousand)

PER WW
(thousand)

-_._--_._-----_.--_._-_._-,------------,_._,~.

69/70
70/71
71/72
72/73
73/74
74/75
75/76
76/77
77/78
78/79
79/80
80/81
81/82
82/83

17688
16853
14592
13591
13375
13351
11860
10386
9823
9311
8816
8314
7944
7126

28100
25100
20000
17900
19100
17800
12300
11600
10400
9900
9600
9200
8900
7700

42200
46600
44700
41700
49300
51100
47700
50400
51900
58400
66800
65200
64400
58600

MAN-HOOR
(thousand)

__.---------_._-----

2.4
2.8
3.1
3,,1
3.7
3.. 8
4.0
4.9
5.3
6.. 3
7.. 6
7.8
8,,1
8,,2

1..5
1.9
2,,2
2.3
2.6
2,,9
3,,9
4.3
5.0
5,,9
7.0
7,,1
7,2
7.6

Source: Department of Transport,Sea Transport Statistics.
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Of course, the explanation of the statistics presented in the table
must lie largely in the substitution of capital for labour, the change in the
composition of throughput, and in productivity change as such. One way to
iInprove this type of ana lysis is to report statistics on a more disaggregated
basis.. For example, the Bureau of Transp:>rt Eronanics (1984) distinguished
cargoes that were stevedored in t,erminals and those which were
not
.. In the period 1977/78 to 1982/83, i t was found that the number of
tormes handled per man-hour in terndnals decreased from 4.3 to 3..9, whereas
there was an increase overall from 5..0 to 7.6" The situation in the nontenninal, bulk area clearly had a najor impact on this, as, for example, the
number of tonnes loaded for overseas destinations increased from 62 ..8 per
man-hour in 1977/78 to 129.9 in 1982/83..

betrrrn

ARRDO (1981) also appreciated the iInp:>rtance of reporting disag'gregated figures, and favoured analysis at the market segnent leveL This
view is apparent in references such as the centre for Transportation Studies,
Taffizinis (1975), Kneafsey (1975), and Rippin (1984). ~ese studies advocated the use of a wide variety of perfonnance statistics in a number of
different contexts ..
However', it is usually the case that discussions of performance
rreasures proollce lengthy lists of statistics, the centre for Transp:>rtation
Studies, for example, produced over 70 possible measures for use in railways
without being COItq?rehensive.. However usefu 1 these statistics might be for
managers at various levels of an organisation, they can provide little guid-'
ance in the overall analysis of productivity.. A characteristic of these
lists of perfonnance measures is that they lack a rigorous treoretical foundation. Because of this, they are unable to deal with a number of w=11-knCMIl
phenomena in production.. An important, example of this is that it is often
the case that an improvement in one performance measure has to be assessed
against a detrimental change in another related statistic. Unfortunately,
there is little in the r:erfonrance,IrE.asures thanselves which muld indicate
hem the conflict should be resolved.
For example, cost per bus kilorretre can simply be reduced by diverting
buses to freeways where free running conditions lead to lower costs" But,
this would probably conflict with another perfonrance measure such as revenue
per bus hour. The dilenrna arises because the problem of management is one of
constrained optirnisation.. A full account of the management, problem would
have to comprehend what it is that the managers of the undertaking are
attempting to maximize, and to also appreciate what constraints are being
faced.
one
takings are
objectives
hypcU,e,;is
-

,,

problem in practice is that a large nunber of transp::>rt urxieroperated by government agencies, and it is not al ways clear what
have been set. In a private firm, it is usually a good working
to assume that the managers act to maximize profits.. In gov• __ ,

•

•

,

0

------,---

1 "Terminal" in this context is according to the definition to be found in
the Department of TransIXlrt"s Sea Transport Statistics, and refers to
container and other specialized bertha (eg Ro-Ro) wbere the terminal operator
employs the waterside labour.
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ernment enterprises, it might be more appropriate to assume that output is
rre.ximized subject to a budget constraint" Altel:natively, the managers of the
government enterprise might try to minimize the cost to the taxpayer of
providing a given level of output" Whatever the case, it is normally
possible to analyse the management problem in terms of the principles of
constrained optimization.
The principal constraints are then those that exist in the market
(danand and supply), those inposed by goverrurent, and those which limit the

technological possibilities. The main interest in this paper lies in the
technological constraints because of the importance of phenomena such as
substitution, scale and technical change is to be enphasized in daronstrating
the deficiencies in IErtial productivity analyses" It is argued that there
is value in understanding the relationships between inputs and outp.lts when
considered sinultaneously, and this is appropriately done by appealing to
econanic theory which analyses total factor productivity.
TOl'AL E7\C'IOR PRODUCTIVITY

It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain the details of production theory, but the interested reader is referred to Layard andWal ters
(l9'78) as a basic text, with more advanced works being found in Varian
(1984), Fuss and McFadden (1978), and in survey articles by Nadiri
(1971,1978). The aim here is simply to give the readerwho is not familiar
with the theory a basic understanding of the subject.. Later in the paper,
sare knowledge of the theory is necessary in order to understand developnents
in applied research" Specifically, it will be shown that analyses of productivity change based upon partial productivity (performance) measures gave
misleading conclusions about the rate of productivity growth in the rail
sector: in the U,'s.. A""
'!he econanic theory of production properly has its basis in the study
of the finn. As noted above, it is normally taken to be a safe assumption
that the managers of the firm attempt to maximize profits, although it, is
also possible that they might try to maximize something else, sales, for
example" The firm is also constrained by conditions in the market and by
conditions established by governments .. In what follows, the simplest of
these types of constraints will be ass1.1ITed so that attention can be focused
on the technological constraints.
The starting point for production theory is to assume that, sanewhere, there is a set of 'blueprints' which establishes all of the possible
ways of transforming inputs into outputs. Now, this set of production possibilities includes efficient and inefficient plans for any given scale of
operation. Taking the sub-set of efficient plans, it is possible to sumrrarise the relationship between the inputs and outputs in a 'transfo:r::mation
function'~
For the sake of simplicity, though, the special case of a single
output (Y), and two inputa, labour (L) and capita 1 (K) wi 11 be examined. It
is then fX)ssible to write the 'production function' as:

Y = f(K,L)
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That is, Equation (1) says that there is a r'elationship between the
amounts of capital and labour inputs and the anount of output, By specifying
the relationship in this way, it should be possible in theory to explore all
the rreaningful econanic relationships such as scale, substitution and prcx1uctivity change. For example, sea1e effects can be examined by increasing
all input quantities, and then by observing the effect on output" If all
inputs were to be increased by a giVeIl pro};X)rtion and output increased by a
greater proportion, it could be said that economies of scale exist" Substitution and complEIDentarity relationships can alii~ be observed by examining
the effects on output when input proportions vary .
The concepts of scale and. substitution are therefore very useful in
examining the effects upon output. when the quantities of inputs and their
relative canbinations are varied" However, over time, i.rrprovanents are made
to production processes which permit greater output for fewer inputs. This
increase in productive cap3.bility has often been called' technical progr'ess'
or 'productivity change'"
To investigate this effect, it, is necessary to add another term to the
expression.. Now, output is dependent upon the factor inputs, but remains
fixed for a given state of application of technology (t). Thus Equation (1)

becorres:
y=

f(K,L;t)

(2)

Now the change in productivity can be observed by examining the growth
in output fran one pericx1 to another aft,er t.aking account of any changes in
the level of inputs.. That is, any increase in output that cannot be
attributed direct.ly to the growth in inputs can be considered to be evidence
of prcx:1uctivit.y improvement.. There is considerable debate in the eoonomic
literature about how the process ~of productivity change occurs, a useful
review reference being Nelson (l98l)" HONever, three concepts which need to
be appreciated are:
( 1)

neutrality

(2) factor augrrentation
( 3) anbodiroent

When technological advances are made, they can possibly be errbodied in
the factors of prcx:1uction.. Thus, the quality of inputs such as labour can be
improved through education and training" Similarly, capital inputs can
arU:lody new technology.. Alternatively, the type of technical advance could be
equivalent to a specific iner'ease in a factor of production" In that case,
the change would be said to be 'factor augmenting .... Productivity change

1 It is worth noting that production theory has recently been enployed by a
number of reseaJ::'chers to investigate medal canpetition in freight. tranSpJrt..
In more detail, transport services have been treated as a derived demand, ana
the modes can be substituted for each other to give various corrbinations of
service and cost.. A useful example can be found in the work of Ourr. (1979) ..
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therefor'e need not affect factors in a neutral way" Indeed, it can affect
scale and substitution relationships as well.. It thus becares necessary to
specify what type of technical change is e><pectsd.
Neutrality of technical progress can be measured by the effects of
change on certain econanic variables such as the ratios between outputs and
inputs and between the inputs themsel ves. For example, capital to output
ratios or capital to labour ratios could be examined.. Neutral technical
progress 'WOuld leave these ratios unchanged. HCMever, several definiticns of
neutrality are widely used" For the sake of brevity, only the simplest case,
Hicks neutrality, will be discussed here.
In this case, productivity change increases output without affecting
the relationship between inputs" For example, the proouction function for
period t becanes:

Y = A(t)

"f(~,l:.t)

(3)

(where A(t) = "efficiency paraneter')
By differentiating Equation (3) with respset to tine, the
following result is obtsined:

Y/Y

= f(IIt'4:),A/Y

+ A.fK(K/y"K/K) + A"fL(L/y"i/L)

(4)

(where the pericrl over the variable indicates the derivative with respect to
time, and f K and f L are partial derivatives with
respect to capital and
labour, respsetively)
More simply, Equation (4) becanes:
Y/Y = AlA

+ Y (K/Y"K/K) + Y (L/Y,L/L)

(5)

Thus, in estimating the relationship between output and inputs, the
residual tenn, AlA, is simply the rate of graolth of the efficiency pararreter
over time.. In this specification, then, productivity change does not affect
the relationship between the factors"

The simple model 6f a single output and two hanogeneous classes of
inputs presents diffiOllties in practice.. Jara Diaz (1982), for example, has
pointed out the difficulties in defining output in transport as a single
rreasure. The .basic problem being that there are many di.rrensions involved,
weight, volume and distance being obvious ores in tie case of freight. very
often, recourse is rrade to the CCIIlp:>site Irea.sure of tonne-kilcrretres. H~
ever, it can be readily appreciated that this measure could be the same for
many different combinations of tonnes and kilanetres. If, as is often the
case in transp:>rt, toore are economies associated with increasing length of
haul, productivity would appsar to change simply by varying the outpot mix.
'lhis suggests that the output should be measured by a vector.
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In the case of inputs, it is also desirable to expand the list of
inputs beyond capital and labour and to admit that even within those classes,
there is often heterogeneity.. For example, locomotives and rolling stock
have very diferent characteristics to track investment in the railways case.
Labour of different types would have different abilities to contribute to
output, and substitution and canplerrentary relationships \\QuId exist. Thus,
the input side of the equation should be expressed as a vector of dirrension
greater than two.
I t is no longer possible to deal with the simple prcduction function
and we now turn to the transformation function" In general we have to
acknowledge that the distinction between what is an output and what is an
input is essentally an arbitrary accounting one. Thus, in general t.enns, the
transfonration function is represented as follows:

(6 )

y = a vector of outputs, i= 1,2,,, ,,,,rn)
v = a vector of inputs, j= 1,2,,,,,,,n)
Of course all this attention to detail c~s at the price of canplexi ty and diffimlty of measurement.. I t is perhaps time to turn to the rrethcds
used to estilnate t.hesefunctions in pract.ice"

ESrIM1\TION

The choice of a fann for the -estimating function is a non-trivial step
because the chosen form should be capable of capturing the inportant economic
relationships.. Early attempts to estimate prcduction relations were limited
in their techniques and it was necessary to accept some simplification in
order to proceed.. The resul t was that the functions implied some prior
assumptions about the nature of the technology" This was justified to the
extent that there were higher order effects which were of interest. It was
c:x::::nmon, for exarrple, for the rrain focus to be on scale effects, and the CobbDouglas function proved to be the most tractable modeL This can be
characterized as a pa>ler ftmction of the following type:

Scale effects can be observed by reference to the exp:ments; specifically, if the sum of the exponents equalled unity this means that constant
returns to scale existed, while a sum exceeding unity implies increasing
(econanies of scale)" Hm..ever, it is also the case that the elastof substitution has to remain constant and equal to unity no matter
level and proportion of the ~ts. Notwithstanding this drawback,
Cobb-Douglas function received widespread use, a partiaJlar feature being
ease of estimation"
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In general, it is not desirable to impose any a priori restrictions on
the technology. The contribution by Fuss, et al (1978) indicates how to
proceed on this basis.. These authors list all the important economic effects
and then identify the relevant pararreters which would be necessary to canpletely describe the teclmology.. The useful finding is that these effects
can be summarised in the value of the function itself and its first and
second derivatives. Thus, a Taylor's expansion to the second-order is
capable of approximating any true underlying teclmology at a point..
It turns out that the Cobb-Douglas can be interpreted as a firstorder expansion in logarithms.. The second-order expansion is the Translog

function, the one which has been used most widely in empirical work,
particularly in transIX'rt applications.. However, the Translog can be seen as
only one example of a family ~f linear-in-parameters expansions which approximate any arbitrary function{ " The general form of the Translo:r can be exp;:-essed as:
( 8)

This, then represents the state-of-the-art in the methc:ds being used
to investigate production relationships in transport, but especially including substitution between transport rncdes, econanies of scale and prcductivity change.. One final point needs to be made before turning to the
empirical evidence.. As a practical matter, it is often preferable to deal
with information on prices, rather than to deal with data on quantities"
varian (984) provides further details, but it will suffice here to
rrention that the cost function is often preferred as an errpirical tool rather
than the proouction function" This l::egs the question aOOut the relationship
between cost functions and production functions.. The relevant theory establishes that there is a duality relationship between the two classes of
functions provided that a nmnber of generally acceptable assumptions are
rrade.. This is an .i.mI.:ortant result because it establishes the cost function
as a sufficient statistic for analysing the nature of production"
EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF PROD=IVITY

Perhaps the most, comprehensive study of its kind was the Deakin and
Seward (1969) work on the broad t,ransport sector in the U"K"" This study
covered railways, road passenger transport, road haulage contr'acting, sea
transfOrt, port and inland water transport, and air transport" The overall
aim was to estimate total factor productivity change in the industry as a
whole using a Cobb-J):::mglas preduction function.. This work ~~) been revie'Wed
elsewhere and its interest here lies in its historical value ..

_. -- .-_.- --,- -.-- -- --- ---------- -- _.- .__._- -_.- ...-------'"-

-_._----- --- -._-,_._------_.- ....- _._-

,-

,-

1. Other linear-in-parameter expansions include: Generalised Leontief,
Generalised Cobb-D:mglas, Quadratic, and others..
2" See, for example, Hooper (1984) or the review of Deakin and Sewardby
Martin Rudd in The Journal Of Transport Fconanics, vol. 4 (1), 1970, pp..115117 ..
MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY IN TRANSPORT:
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There is little evidence in the published literature of further
empirical \\Ork in th U,.K" at the transport sector level.. More interest can
be seen in the U.S"A. where evidence on economies of scale and productivity
change had sane influence in official attitudes to rate change prop:>sals and
rrergers in regulated industries, It might also be noted that the prospects
for econometric work have been greater in the U"S.A.. given the large number
of transf..Ort operators of varying sizes, and given statutory rEquirements to
pililish detailed statistics in standard ways"
fue Bureau of Iabor Statistics (BIS) , for e~le, has reported data
on productivi ty in a number of key sectors of the DoS.A.. economy over a
perioo of tine, including the transport sector" ¥Jainly these have been in
the form of output per unit of la.lxJur input or, in the case of transport, as
ton-miles and passenger-miles per man-hour" Fran time to t ..ime, the EIS has
also estirrated Cobb-Douglas prcduction functions on raiway data..
fue eminent econanist, Kendrick (1966,1973), has also pililished the
resul ts of prcx:1uctivity studies in transport, including rail, air, pipeline,
wat,erway, local passenger transport, intercity bus, and intercity motor
trucking. Many of these earlier studies have been reviewed by Sceppach and
woehlcke (1975) and by Meyer and Ganez-Ihanez (1980).
fue studies mentioned to this point typically erployed pertial producti vi,ty measures or they relied upon the use of restrictive production
nodels, particularly the Cobb-Douglas" H"",ver, in the latter part of the
1970's, develcpnents in applying the so-called" flexible functional forms'
such as the Translog were beginning to find their way in to the transport
literature.. In this regard, the articles by Caves, et al {l980,1981} on
prcx:1uctivity in rail transport represent the state-of-the-art,

The more advanced functional forms employed by the 1 atter authors
enabled them to specify production relationships in a theoretically more
plausible. way, traking it possible to sinmltaneously examine scale effects and
productivity change. The practical implications of this work were that
previous estimates of productivity growth in the rail sector had to herevised downward"
However, this resul t only confirmed and extended the findings of a
series of studies which examined the rail sector" Early studies by the EIS
found that the rail sector had been experiencing productivity growth at a
rate well in excess of the overall economy, despite the general state of
decline in rail transport" Since then, economists have been concerned to
solve the puzzle"
The solution appears to have been found both in the
method and in the data"
In the remainder of this section, this series of
studies will be examined in nore detail because of the iJnI:ortant, lessons that
can be derivEd fran it,
'!he BIS, as has been pointed out, regularly re,ported statistics on the
increase in rail output, measured in ton-miles and passenger-rni.les, per man.hour in the railway industry.. Over the period 1948-1966, these data
suggested an average annual increase in rail productivity of 5,,8 per cent"
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In comparison, inter'city trucking"s increase was 3,,1 per cent, water
transport was 0" 7 per cent, and the economy as a whole had an increase of
only 3 per cent" Given the general state of decline in the rail industry,
many were inclined to ask, as did Meyer and Marton (1975), " "••how have the
railroads seaningly violated the usual rule relating good productivity perfonnanoe to general industry gr<Mt:h and prosperity?'.
However, another study by Kendrick (1973) appeared to confirm this
finding..
Kendrick estimated total factor productivity by using an index of
total input, weighting the quantities of labour and capital by their shares
in national inceme originating in the railway industry..

Nevertheless, Meyer and Morten ranained scepticaL Fw::ther analysis
began to suggest some explanations to the paradox.. In the first place, it
was pointed out that the BLS statistics completely ignored the fact that
capital was being substituted for labour. Al though this was also true for
the other industries with which rai 1 had been compared, the rate at. which
this change was occurring in the railway industry exceeded rates in many

other industries.
For example, the capital-labour ratio in the private danestic econcrrw
had been rising by 2,,6 per cent per annum. In contrast, this ratio had been
increasing by 4.. 7 per cent in the case of raiL Furthel1tKJre, there was a
tendency for the ownership of rail's assets to fall outside the industry.
This was particularly evident wi.th leased equipment.. Thus, the published
statistics on capital anployed by the railways were increasingly understating
the situation" Furthermore, materials and services were declining at a
slower rate than labour, particularly since the railways were turning to
outside suppliers for services which had hitherto been provided by the
industry"s
workforoe.. Thus, any statement about productivity change had
to encrnqoass more than a relationship between labour am output.

=

More concern was expressed when output, as defined by the BLS, was
placed under scrutiny.. Meyer and Morton noted someaf the changes in the
composition of rail"'s output. In the first place, passenger services had
been declining. The inport of this was that the BIS had been weighting tonmiles of freight and passenger-miles by their revenue shares to obtain an
overall index of output, the ratio being one is t,o two" The problem with
this is that, revenue shares oore no direct relationship to costs. Meyer and
Morton felt that the ratio of costs was more likely to be b~en five to one
and nine to one, p:l.ssenger services being far Irore resource consmnptive than
freight operations.
The troubles with the output index did not stop there" The average
length of haul in freight had been increasing, giving rise to an increase in
ton-miles" It is a well-known feature of the ccst structure of railways
unit costs decline with distance, establishing that the marginal costs
increasing ton-miles in this way smuld have been below average costs. This
factor should also have been reinforoed by the increased ilrportance of bulk
traffics"
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%.us, Meyer and Morton saw gcx:::d reason to make a downwards adjustment
to the estimates of productivity growth in rail transport.. The National
Crnmission on Productivity (1973) had nade adjusbnent for sore of the factors
cited by Meyer and Morton and bad estinated that productivity growth was rrare
likely to have been in the range of one or two per cent" However, this was
still al:x:>ve the average for all industries when calculating prOOuctivity on
an equiva 1 ent basis..
In rest:€ct of Kendrick's results, Meyer and Morton noted that the
index of inputs was constructed by giving capital a weighting of 10 per cent
and labour 90 per cent. Apart from the neglect of other inputs, it, was
suggested that these weights understated the importance of capital.. As an
alternative explanation, Meyer and Marton calculated their own estirrates of
proouctivity change using an index nurnl:er procEdure.
Essentially, their method involved the ccnstruction of two indices,
one fOI:' the rate of input growth, and one for the rate of output grCMth" The
difference between the two was taken to be a crude estimate of the rate of
growth of productivity" '!he output index was obtaineed by canbining neasures
of freight and passenger output in each period, weighted by their base period
shares of costs" That is, the index was recognisable as a Laspeyre's
quantity index. Some difficulty was found in deciding how to weight the
various inputs. In the end result, a Laspeyre's and a Paasche's index were
calculated"

The results of this analysis suggested that overall rail productivity
bad grown at an average rate of L5 per cent per annum between 1947 and 1970.
Although this was lower than the eatlp3Table figure for the econany in general
of 2,5 per cent, Meyer and I-Iorton considered that this was not a particul arl y
adverse finding for rail considering the industry's dee.lining market" The
growth in previous studies of lab::>ur productivity rrerely reflected the shift
fran labour to capitaL
The validity of using index nmnbers to represent production processes
bas been establiabed by 5aIm1elson and Swarny (1974) and Diewert (1976)" How-'
ever, the choice of a particular indexing procedure implies particular
assurrptions about the nature of the underlying technology.. Importantly, the
method used by Meyer and Morton required that rail transport exhibit constant
returns to scale, that freight and :r;:assenger' transport are produced in fixed
proportions, and that, the elasticity of substitut~on between any pair of
inputs is equal to unity. caves et al (1980) rejected these assurrptions and
suggested that results obtained by using index procedures would be inadequate.
Instead, they employed a flexible functional fonn and simultaneously
investigated scale effects and productivity change" By invokingduality
relationships which establish the cost function as a sufficient statistic for
describing all the technically relevant features of a prcduction relationship, caves et al were free to work with the more convenient cost function"
The function chosen was the Generalised Translog (multiproduct) cost
function. This type of function has basically the same fonn as the Translog
except that it f€XIIrl.ts the inclusion of finns with no };assenger output in the
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To estinate this type of function, it was necessary to have time

series for a cross-section of f i:rrns"
'These authors foum. that scale eoonomies did exist, invalidating Meyer
and Morton"'s results.. caves et al estilrated an average rate of pra:1uctivity
growth of 1..5 per cent per annum over the period 1951-1974" Using similar
rrethods to those employed in previous studies, growth rates of around 3..6 [.er
cent were obtained, Approximately half this difference was attributed to the
inappropriat,e use of revenue shares as weights in aggregating inputs; the
correct weights being output cost elasticities.. These elasticities, it
should be noted, were obtained fran cross-section analyses" The remainder of
the discrep3Ilcy was attributed to inappropriate input weights, caves et al
rejecting shares of labour and capital in national incane in favour of using
the type of corrections suggested by Meyer and Horton with the difference
that fixed base weights ",""e rejected.
In a subsequent paper, Caves et a1 (1981) modified their method to
take account, of the fixity of a large part of rail""s costso Thus, their cost
function in this case was a short-run relationship.. strong evidence of
econanies of scale were again found, particularly as trip lengths increased.
The revised model indicated that there had been rapid productivity growth in
the period 1955,-1963, but that the rate slowed to less than one per cent per
annum in the period from 1963 to 1974 and it is interesting to note their
explanation:

. . """tbe pr.i.rrary reason for this difference is that, in our
previous pa:r;:er, we used industry totals rather than firm
data. The estimated total cost functicn ilnplied a sshift
in the production structure, but scale econanies" Much of
the effect, of scale economies on cost is hidden in the
industry aggregate data. This is because industry total s
show little output growth and hence little effect on
,scale; whereas output of the average firm has grown
substantially through mergers and consolidations.. The
sea le effects associated with this growth of firm size
show up as productivity growth at the industry aggregate
leveL
[caves et al (981), pp" 1000-100L 1
POrENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN AUSTRALIA

Perhaps the most likely place to consider aWlication of the
analyses discussed al:::ove in an Australian context v.Duld be Wl~'th~~th:e%~~i~~
industry.. Gi VeIl the wealth of research on this particular
V.S.A" researchers would be able to c:xnroence with a reasonable
of the nature of the technology, how it can be represented, and what
data are required" Indeed, the only previous research which
published in Australia on productivity in transI;X)rt has been
atterrpt to fit an aggregate prOOuction function for Australian rauwa.y"·
L The Generalised Translog substitutes the
log metric for the output, levelso
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Winn found the data to be generally inadequate. In the first place,
there was an insufficient number of railways to provide a useful crosssection. This necessitated the pooling of time series and 'cross-sect,ion
data, with all the problems that this practice raises. Winn would have
preferred to use tonne-kilanetres as an output measure, but then was forced
to CCilpranise because of the difficulty in converting passenger kilaretres
into equivalent tonne-kilometres, particularly when some of the railway
systans only reported the number of IBssengers" In the event the variable,
'revenue train kilorretres", was used.,
It can be noted that the practice of canbining passenger-kilanetres
and tonne-kilometres in the U"S,A.. studies is to weight each according t,o
their revenue shares" More correctly, output cost elasticities are to be
preferred as weights where they are available. Caves et al (1980,1981)
derived tileir elasticity measures fran cross-section data, a possibility not
open to Winn. The use of revenue train kilometres as a measure of output
still 'does not overoorre the problans inherent in using a single measure of
output. Any change in the composition of traffic or of the size of train
loads would affect the estimates of productivity. Apart from that, the
problems of canbining passenger statistics with freight statistics are overcare on1y by ignoring then..
The problems in obtaining data on capital e><penditure in tbe railways
raised even rrore diffiOll ties" Apnt from the inconsistencies in accounting
practices, it was invariably the case that data on capital were reEQrted in
hist,oric cost values, and depreciation charges, if made at all, bore no
necessary relationship to true economic depreciation.. From the author"'s
knowledge of the type of infornation naintained by the railways, it would be
a difficult matt,er to construct a time series of capital input.. The main
obstacle is that assets inventories have gene:r'ally not 1::lElen naintained, so
that data on vintages and scr:appings cannot be constructed on a canprebensive
basis"
The only other variable considered by Wirm was labour inp.1t, and that
was rreasured as man-hours.. Unfortunately, series on this variable had to be
arrived at indirectly by multiplying the number of workers by average hou.t:s
worked.. In order that the changing composition of the workforce could be
accounted for, an aggregate was obtained by multiplying hours of salaried
staff and hours of wage staff by their respective earnings in the base
period" Now this procedure raises a number of problems, involving the
application of a Iaspeyre"'s index. The difficulties 'associated. with forming
aggregates by index number procedures have alreadY been noted" However, it
will suffice to note that any change in the r'elative earnings of the two
groups from period to period would raise questions as to whether the
Laspeyre"'s index was introducing a source of bias into the estimate of the
quantity of labour.. Sco{:e therefore exists for i.rrproving on this sJ?€Cification of the variable.
The overall conclusion that can be gained from Winn"'s work is that
state of the data and the 1imited mmiber of observations on which to work
will prove to be disappointing to researchers.. The prospects for advancing
the state-of-the-art, in rreasuring productivity in the rail transport sector
in this country are therefore limited. at this stage.. Neverthele..c;s, Woo has
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provided a useful starting point, and the challenge is there for researchers
to improve on that contribution. It is worth noting that. ARRDO"s work programne includes work on the establishment of assets inventories. Another
field that ARRDO appears to be working on is on the relationship between
naintenance and capital expenditure in the form of renewals" Work on these
subjects can onl y enhanoe the state of the data..

Turning attention to another field, the auth:::>r has been considezing
the r:ossibilities of measuring productivity change in the port sector.. One
of the problems confronted by Winn might not be so severe in tbis case"
Namely, there is a larger number of units if it is intended that a crosssect,ion study should be mounted" There are 41 major ports to choose from,
plus a TImber of smaller facilities.. It might. be objected, though, that
there is wide variation between types of trades served even within this
group, so that the size of the cross-section of comparable ports is much
srraller.. However, this rena.ins a matter for investigation., In any event,
there aL'e PJssibilities for carrying out tirrE series studies on single ports"
Regarding the availability and qualit.y of the data, there are sane
FOsitive e<mrents to be made.. Although there are problems in treating all
tomes as though they are the sarre, there would appear to be fev.rer problems
in specifying output, here in corrparison to the problans in using tormewkilometres in the railway case.. Certainly, the practical difficulties faced by
WiIU1 in even obtaining data are not present; both the Australian Bureau of
statistics(ABS) and the DepartIrent of Transport (Dar) report series on trade
through FOrts" several sources are used in collecting these statistics, so
it is possible to check for accuracy" Detailed breakdowns by conrrnodity are
also available..
Similarly, data are available on waterside: labour input in the form
of hours worked and earnings.. Unfor'tunately, it is not, as easy to establish
what amount of labour is employed by port authorities in administrative
tasks.. Annual reports published by the ports generally do not contain
sufficient information on this natter.. It is also worth noting that, there
are a n'l.lIfl1::sr of organisations involved in providing services in I;X)rts, not
the least of which being the services of the stevedoring cClITlJ?31li.es or tenninal operators. This division of resPJnsibilities raises obvious practical
problems in attE!llpting to measure productivity.. Of course, one way to overcane the problem is to measure productivity at the level of the imividua.l
teminal or berth, but then the data are not as readily available in this
disaggregated form
As with the railways, the roajor practical difficulty is in obtaining
data on capital input.. Unlike the throughput statistics and labour input
data, information on capital input is not reported by any central agency..
Recourse to annual reports of the port authorities does not suggest any real
possibility of deriving the neoessary data fran that source. It would awe<'"
that the only real prospects lie in the internal accounts of the port
authorities" Fran preliIrinary investigations by the author, it appears that
p::>rt autbo.rities records of assets are no better than those rraintained by the
railways ..
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The conclusion fran this is t,hat, for the port sector, the lack of
data on capital i~ut is the nain obstacle to empirical work on prcductivity
measurement" It is entirely awropriate that researchers should concentrate
their efforts on ways to improve the state of the data. It is to be noted
that the Victorian Ministry of Transport has been active in this area" Hopefully, this will establish prospects for empirical work on productivity
rreasuranent in the not too distant future"

=SIONS

What this paper has set out to demonstrate is that productivi ty is
inportant, and that reliable analyses of the subject will enhance del::ate on
problems facing key transp::>rt irx:1ustries" It. is furthenrore contended that a
firm foundation for such analyses can be found in the economic theory of

production"
Experience in the application of this theory in the U,,s,,A,, suggests
the need to be careful about the use of partial rneasur'es of productivity
change.. Moreover, the evidence is that the tedmique used can seriously bias
the results by inposing prior assumptions about the nature of the technology"
Notwitbstanding this, it is unlikely tbst state-of-the-art techniques,
as evident in the works of caves et al (1981), will find ext,ensive application in Australia in the near future, even if only because of dat,a limitations; it is difficult to find situations where there is a cross-section of
finns of varying sizes and where there are published time series with information of the required tyr::e. From the discussion in the previous section, it
should be apparent that researcher's in this country will have to remain
satisfied with much cruder types of"analyses.
This suggests two types of priorities in further research in the
area" In the first place, attention should be devoted to ways of inproving
the state of the data, especially in the construction of capital series.. The
second priority should be to find suitable proxies for the important
variables and to investigate production relationships on sane expedient
basis.. In this regard, it would be advisable for researchers to heed the
resul ts of recent work coming from the U"S.A., even if it only serves to
indicate the likely direction and extent of bias in the r'esul ts of work
carried out using lTOre restriccted methods am data.
However, to abandon the field altogether is not regarded as a
desirable state of affairs.. partial productivity measures, such as labouroutput ratios, will invariably be calculatErl.. Transport researchers ought to
be a:illling to i 11ustrate the shortcanings of such statistics and to be iJrproving upon the state of knowledge of the subject"
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